Introduction
Advanced synthetic methods and new separation techniques have contributed to the rapid development observed in endohedral metallofullerene (EMF) chemistry. 1 Data obtained from the growing number of known EMFs indicate that the chemical properties of these structures are different from those of the parent empty fullerene, which is believed to result from electron transfer from the metal to the cage. 2 The list of structurally characterized monometallofullerenes is dominated by the higher members (C n , n > 70) doped with heavy metal atoms (such as lanthanides or group 3 metals), and many interesting results have been obtained in the chemistry of such complexes. [2] [3] [4] [5] However, much less is known about the properties of C 60 and C 70 doped with lighter metal atoms, despite the fact that lithium complexes with these fullerenes were amongst the first EMFs to be obtained using ion implantation techniques. 6, 7 This method was also used to prepare endohedral complexes of light fullerenes encapsulating a single N atom, 8 creating materials with potential application in quantum computing. 9 C 70 is more challenging for computational investigation than C 60 as it is larger and has eight nonequivalent bonding environments, compared to just two for C 60 . On the other hand, derivatives of C 70 , such as monoozonides, 10 serve as a rich model system for theoretical study into how endohedral modifications influence the properties of the carbon cage. 11, 12 Layers of equivalent carbon atoms in C 70 are typically labelled from 'a' to 'e' , which also serves as a convenient way to label equivalent C-C bonds, and to categorise the 37 rings into one of five types ( Figure 1 ). Of the eight possible types of C-C bond, C a -C b and C c -C c exhibit features typical of double bonds, while the others are considered to be more like single bonds, with various contributions from the neighbouring π-electron density. 10, 13 Not surprisingly, a,b-C 70 O 3 and c,c-C 70 O 3, the only two isomers known experimentally, are also the most thermodynamically stable isomers, according to recent computational results.
14 Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that apart from e,e-C 70 O 3 , all other ozonide isomers remain stable at room temperature. For the isomer where the O 3 unit bridges the C-C bond in the equatorial belt, we have previously reported a spontaneous ring opening reaction during the course of an ab initio MD run; the process (1) → (2) is depicted schematically in Figure 2 . 14 We also investigated a series of isomers doped with noble gas atoms 11 and light molecules. 12 These calculations indicated that the endohedral guest does not appear to influence the dynamic behavior of the isomer series, which means that, as for the empty ozonides, the spontaneous ring opening reaction was observed only for the isomer X@e,e-C 70 O 3 . We have also studied the influence of the guest on the relative stability of the isomer series, comparing the enthalpies of the ozonides calculated as a value averaged over an MD trajectory at 298K. We found that the calculated stabilities of the isomers depend only marginally on the identity of the guest. In the case of where ozonides are doped with a noble gas atom, the largest influence was observed for the complexes containing Xe and Rn atoms where the observed change in relative enthalpies was up to 3.5 kcal mol -1 . In the case of the lightest molecular guests, the relative isomer stabilities changed by some ± 1.5 kcal mol -1 , depending on the identity of the encapsulated molecule. A larger effect, up to 3.6 kcal mol -1 , was observed for the set of ozonides doped with two hydrogen molecules.
In this paper we now turn to investigate the influence of an endohedral guest, specifically Table S1 in and K@C 70 ; note Ca@C 70 is a closed shell system). In N@C 70 and H@C 70 the amount of charge transfer from the cage to the guest is negligibly small (the averaged charge of the N atom is -0.05±0.03e and 0.05±0.01e for the H atom).. All spin density is concentrated on the guest atom for both of these systems.
In Figure 3 we present trajectories arced by the guest atoms N, K, Li and Ca inside C 70 cages during the course of molecular dynamics simulations conducted at room temperature. From this we observe quite distinct behaviors. The N atom explores the space roughly between the two planes defined by the d-type carbon atoms (see Figure 1 for atom labelling). Similar dynamics were observed for noble gas atoms and some light molecules, e.g CH 4 , NH 3 , H 2 O or HCl. 12 The heavier K atom, however, undergoes only small oscillations around its equilibrium (gravity center) position. Quite different behavior is observed for the Ca atom, which keeps to only one hemisphere and is slightly shifted towards the fullerene apex. Finally, the Li does not cross the d-planes and so avoids the apical part of the fullerene cage, but is instead attracted by the surface in the equatorial region of C 70 .
To describe the behavior of the guest atom in C 70 in a more quantitative way, we have calculated the distance of a guest atom from the center of each five or six-member carbon ring. When this procedure is repeated for each step of the MD run two key pieces of information are obtained.
Firstly, we identify how often the atom sits over a given type of ring in the course of an MD run (Table S3 , Supplementary Materials), and secondly we obtain the average distance between the atom and the preferred ring location (Table S4 , Supplementary Materials).
In Li@C 70 , the encapsulated atom tends to sit over the c-c-d-e-e-d (ca. 45% of the simulation time), ).
Turning the discussion now to the reactivity of the fullerene surface, molecular dynamics simulations performed for the ozonide series of isomers doped with guest atoms indicate that the guest can essentially influence the mechanism of the ozone ring opening reaction. For complexes containing encapsulated N or H atoms, the spontaneous ozone ring opening is observed only for the N/H@e,e-C 70 O 3 isomer, and the process follows the mechanism (1)→(2) as shown in Figure 2 . This reproduces the behavior observed in the course of MD runs for empty ozonides. 14 The reaction does not take place for Ca@e,e-C 70 O 3 , even though the simulation was extended to as long as 30ps. Interestingly, the ring opening reaction consistent with mechanism (1)→(2) was observed for Ca@d,d-C 70 O 3 isomer, something which was not observed for the empty d,d-C 70 O 3 . We will return to this point later.
For ozonides doped with Li and K it seems that two competing processes for ozone ring decomposition in the e,e isomer are possible. In K@e,e-C 70 O 3 the reaction follows the (1)→ (2) mechanism, in common with the empty fullerene cage, and when the cage is doped with a noble gas or a light molecule. Li@e,e-C 70 O 3 tends to follow the mechanism (1) .
As was observed for complexes with light noble gas atoms, 11 the presence of the nitrogen atom does not influence the relative stabilities of the isomer series. This is consistent with the lack of any charge or spin transfer between the endohedral atom and the carbon cage in C 70 or ozonide derivative.
However, an entirely different order of relative enthalpy stability is observed for the ozonide isomers In all analyzed sets of ozonides for which we were able to calculate enthalpies, the X@e,e-C 70 O 3
isomer is the least stable irrespective of the presence and identity of the guest. It indicates that factors other than the electronic structure of the carbon cage might be important for the resulting properties of the C e -C e bond. It has been suggested that the local spheroid curvature of the carbon cage may influence the properties and reactivity of the fullerene surface. [29] [30] The fact that C e -C e bonds are located in the flatter equatorial region is believed to be related to their limited reactivity.
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Conclusions
Depending on the identity of the endohedral guest, charge and/or spin density transfer can take Atomic labelling is provided in Figure S1 and in Table S2 . Figure S2 Actual charges of the guest atoms in Ca/Li/K@C 70 plotted against simulation time.
Table S3
Proportion of time [%] spent by the guest in the proximity of a center of the nearest carbon atom ring during the course of molecular dynamics runs at 298 K (see Figure 1 in the main text for ring labelling). Figure 1 in the main text for ring labelling).
Figure S3
Trajectory of the endohedral K atom in K@C 70 plotted against simulation time. The actual position of the atom inside the carbon cage is expressed by means of spherical coordinates. The radial distance R, azimuthal angle Θ and polar angle Φ are defined with reference to a local Cartesian coordinate system (see Figure S4 ) and satisfy the standard formulae: R = (x 2 + y 2 + z 2 ) 1/2 Φ = arc cos (z/R); Θ = arc tan (y/x). Note, the inverse tangent is defined so as to keep the azimuthal angle restricted to the interval (-180⁰, 180⁰). Discontinuities observed when Θ(t) = 180⁰ are plotted as vertical jumps.
Figure S4
Cartesian coordinate system embedded in a C 70 molecule (two projections). The origin (O) is defined by the center of mass of the fullerene molecule. OX axis points to the actual position of atom C21 in the equatorial belt; OZ axis, perpendicular to OX, points towards an a-type atom ring consisting of atoms 2, 3, 12, 13 and 14 (cf Figure S1 for atom labelling); OY axis is defined by a cross product of basis vectors of OZ and OX axes. 
